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1. WTROBUCTION 

Fibonacci identities are equalities of expressions made up from elements of the Fibonacci (Fn) 
and/or Lucas (Ln) sequences which are valid for all values of the subscript n. Fibonacci identities 
involving binomial coefficients are commonly referred to as binomial Fibonacci identities (e.g., 
see [1]). Perhaps the simplest and most widely used among them is 

(i . i) 

The aim of this paper is to use certain combinatorial identities to derive some unusual bino-
mial Fibonacci identities. 

In Section 2 we shall apply the so-called "XT-transform" [1] to the well-known (e.g., see [2]) 
Waring's formula 

|»/2j 
Xn+Yn = X (-l)hD„(h)(XY)h(X + Y)"-2h (n > 1) (1.2) 

h=0 
where 

and the symbol L\J denotes the greatest integer function. 
In Section 3 the same technique will be applied to the combinatorial identities 

v 77-/7 

and 

where 

{X + Y)" = ±^n-]-hyXh
 + Yh){-^j (»>1) (1.4) 

w-l / yy \ h 

(x+r>" = J,c,mx-''H-i)',y-h][YZrJ (»si), (1.5) 

which have been proved by L. Toscano in [10]. It has to be pointed out that (1.4)-(1.6) are 
quoted in [10] as due to J. G. Van de Corput. 

Finally, in Section 4 we shall use the properties of the combinatorial sum 

/*=(A / 
where n and k are arbitrary positive integers, and x is an arbitrary real quantity, to obtain certain 
binomial Fibonacci identities, some of which involve trigonometrical expressions. Observe that 
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the upper range indicator of the sum (1.7) has been put equal to infinity only for the sake of con-
venience. In fact, if n is finite, then this sum is finite as well because the binomial coefficient 
vanishes when h>nl k. Several properties of Sn{k, x) have been presented by the author at the 
XIII Osterreichischer Mathematikerkongress [3]. The detailed proofs of these properties are 
available in [4]. 

Throughout the paper a = 1-/? = (1 +V5)/2 denotes the golden section. The Binet forms 
Fn - (an - pn)l 4s and Ln -an+[3n are used without specific reference. 

2. USE OF WARWG'S FORMULA 

Following Dresel [1], first let us put X = ak and Y = @k [whence A7= (-1)* and X + Y = 
Lk] in (1.2), thus getting the expression of Lnk as a polynomial in Lk: 

L„k = S (-lf^hDn(h)LT2h (n > 1). (2.1) 
h=0 

Then let us put X = ak and y = -fik [whence XY = (-l)k+l and X + Y = SFk] in (1.2), thus 
obtaining 

nil 
Lnk = ^-VhkDnQt)S>"2-hFk"-2h (n > 2 even), (2.2) 

/ J = 0 

and 
(/i-l)/2 

F* = I ('l)hkDM^l)n'h^r2k (n>lodd). (2.3) 
/?=o 

Observe that the identity (2.3), the proof of which is nothing but a trivial replacement, is an equiv-
alent form of the statement of Theorem 1 of [8]. 

3. USE OF TOSCANO'S FORMULAS 

We shall confine ourselves to give two simple examples of application of formulas (1.4) and 
(1.5). 

Letting X = ak and 7 = pk in (1.4) yields 

L"k =I(-1)W2V-l"*]"^- (»*9 (3.D 
h=l V /Afc 

whence, after multiplying both sides by Ln
k, we obtain 

#=(-V£(\llh)l*4 (»*!)• (3-2) 

Observe that, for k = 1, the identity (3.2) reduces to 

2(-ir*^-_l-*J4=i(„^i). p.3) 

Letting X - ak and y = -j5k in (1.5) yields 
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(^f = HCM[ak{n-h) + (-l)*(-l)*(^) i J ^ — („> 1) (3.4) 

whence 

** ̂ S - r ^ W ^ P (it > 1), (3.5) 
y- J h=o Lk 

where A stands for L (F) when n is even (odd). Observe that, for k = 1, the identity (3.5) 
reduces to 

I X ( * H - * = 5L"/2J ( „> i ) . (3.6) 
/?=0 

First, we recall some of the results established in [3] and [4], then we use them to obtain 
some binomial Fibonacci identities. The following notation is used throughout this section: 
(i) i = V-I: the imaginary unit, 
(ii) rs(k) = ei2^s~1)/k: the 5th (s = 1,2,..., k) of the k distinct kth roots of 1, 
(iii) xl/k (or 4x in the case k = 2): the principal value of the k^ root of x, 
(iv) atan x: the principal branch of the function tan"l x {-TV 12 < atan X<KI2). 

We point out that atanx is the value of tan-1 x one obtains by means of the common pocket 
calculators. The results obtained in this section can then be readily checked. 

4.1 Some Results Concerning Sn(k, x) and Certain Related Sums 

The following identity is perhaps the main result established in [3] and [4]: 

Sn(Kx) = \fXl + rs(k)xxlk]. (4.1) 
K S=l 

For the convenience of the reader, we report the short and elegant proof of (4.1) that has been 
suggested by the referee. 

Ptoofof(4.1): 
k n ihlk 

s=l 5=1 /J=OV / 

=±(nykt[enMkv <4-2) 
/j=0V / s=l 

since the summation (4.2) is just the sum of a geometric progression equal to k if k\h, and zero 
otherwise. Q.E.D. 

Observe that, for k = 2 and 3, the identity (4.1) is reported on pages 123 and 135 of [9], 
respectively. The extension of (4.1) to negative values of n (e.g., see [9], p. 1) yields 
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h=Q 
(̂M) = I S k = l H •n\j, v v ,skh\n-\ + kti\h 

h=0 
kh 

= lt\l + rXk)xVkr (if|x|<l). 
K s=l 

Moreover, we consider the combinatorial sums 

h=0 V / K s=l 

^W^lf^+iV = [0+ )̂"-(i-̂ )"]/(2VSF) (x*o). 

(4.3) 

Special cases of (4.1) and (4.3)-(4.5) which interest us are: 

S„(2,2) = QJ2 (Q„, the »* Pell-Lucas number [7]); 

S„(2,5) = 2"-1Ln, 

S«\2,5) = 5n2"-3F„_i; 

K(5) = 2"-lF„. 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

Using the identity (4.1) along with the polar form for complex numbers yields the following 
trigonometrical expressions for Sn(k, x) (k = 2,3, and 4). 

Sn(2, x) = (1 - xf12 cos(natan J^x) (x < 0), 

$A*) = ! J/3\n 
( 
ft atan 
v 

V3Y/3 

2-x .1/3 (x<8) |(l + xI,J)" + 2Xn/2cosl 

(where X = x2n-xin+ 1), 

Sn(4, x) = -[(1 + x1/4)" + (1 - x1/4)" + 2(1+V?)"'2 cos(«atan xV4j\ (x > 0). 

Some special cases of (4.10)-(4.12) are: 

1S,„(2,-l) = 2"/2cos(«^/4); 

S„(3,l) = [2" + 2cos(M7r/3)]/3 (cf. 0.152-1 of [5]); 

S„(3, -1) = [3"/22 cos(«;r / 6)] / 3; 

S„(4,1) = [2"~l + 2"n cos{n7t / 4)] / 2 (cf. 0.153 -1 of [5]); 
f-n/2 

S„(4,25) = 2n_2Z„ +—cos(watanV5). 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 
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4*2 Some Fibonacci Identities 
By using (4.1), (4.3), and (4.4) along with the Binet forms for Fibonacci and Lucas numbers, 

and some usual identities available in [6], pages 52-60, a great variety of somewhat unusual Fibo-
nacci identities can be obtained, a small sample of which is reported in the sequel. To save space, 
only one of them will be proved in full detail. Particular emphasis is given to the use of Sn(2y x). 
It can be noted that the special cases (4.7)-(4.9) and (4.17) are themselves Fibonacci identities. 

4.2.1 Results 

h=0 
Y,h(n

h\Fh = nF2n_ 

h=0 V JI 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

where B stands for F (L) when n is even (odd). Observe that letting n = 1 and 2 in (4.19), and 
combining the results yield the remarkable equality 

YJ(-\)hFh/2h = Y,(-l)hhFh/2h (=-2/5), 
h=0 h=0 

(4.20) 

which shows how the sum on the left-hand side is unconcerned at the introduction of the factor h. 

(4.21) 
/7=0V / 

Yh\ n )F2
 =H5"'2F^ + L»*-2"V20 ("even>' 

^ {lh] 2" [»[(5("-1>/2-l)Vi-2"]/20 (»odd). A=0 

Z7n + 4 - 2 ( " + 4 ) / 2 c o s ^ 

t>{»)*? = ̂ i + 4-2 + 2 ^ s i n ^ 

»(atanVT5 - n) 

h=0 
3ft T3* 

F 2(»+4)/2 _ , 
F-=1^-wrslI\Tlsm 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

Observe that the right-hand side of (4.26) reduces to F2„ 13 whenever n = 0 (mod 6). 

/l=0 a» E..-K 5"/4 

Ah)1^ 
-In —+-— F„/2 cos(n atan a) (n even). (4.27) 
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4.2.2 A Proof 
Proof of (4.27): By (4.12) and taking into account that the principal value of (J?)l,At is 

-p = (V5 -1) /2 , let us rewrite the left-hand side of (4.27) as 

Xn = ±[Sn(4,a4)-S„(4,/34)] 

= 4 - f - [ ( l + a)n + (1 - of + 2(1 + a2)w/2 cos(rc atana)] 

- ^ { ( l - / ? r + ( l+^r+2( l + ^Y 2 cos[«atan(- /?) ]} j 

= F*»~F» + - L {(1 + a2)"72 cos(« atan a) - (1 + J32)n/2 ™s[n atan (-#)]} 

F,-R . 1 ^—-*- + i { (V5a)w/2 cos(rc atan a) - (Spf12
 COS[TI atan(-/?)]} 

r(«-2)/4 

+ — - — {an/2 cos(w atan a) - (-/?)w/2 cos[n atan(-/7)]}. 
(4.28) 

The identity (4.28) is valid for all positive n. For n even, (4.28) simplifies remarkably. Consider 
the trigonometrical identity 

atanx + atan(l /x) = 7r/2, (4.29) 

whence 
atan(-v#) = x/2- atan a, (4.30) 

and replace (4.30) in (4.28), thus getting the identity 

F - F <N("-2) / 4 

an/2 cos(n atan a) - (-/?)w/2 cos n atana (4.31) 

Recalling that 
(rm \ (cosx, if«^0(mod4), 

cos x =< (4.32) 
V 2 ) {- cosx, if 7i s 2 (mod 4), v ' 

the identity (4.31) becomes 

F — F c(w-2)/4 
X„ = 2" " + - (an/2 -/T/2)cos(natana) (n even), (4.33) 

whence (4.27) is immediately obtained. Q.E.D. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Several binomial Fibonacci identities, most of which we believe to be new, have been estab-
lished in this paper. In our eyes, the most interesting among them are those derived from the 
specialization of the combinatorial sum Sn(k, x) to the cases 1 < k < 4. 
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These identities represent only a small sample of the possibilities available to us. In fact, apart 
from the extension of the study to values of* greater than 4, the results obtained in Section 4 can 
apply mutatis mutandis to second-order recurring sequences other than the Fibonacci sequence. 
For instance, the analog of (4.27) for Pell numbers Pn is 

£ ( 4 " / ^ = 2("'4)'2pn + (-l)"/22(3"-4)/4Pn/2cos^ (aeven), (5.1) 

which reduces to 2{n'A)l2Pn when n = 4 (mod 8). 

Moreover, the sequences Sn(k, m, x) defined as 

seem to be worthy of thorough investigation. This will be the goal of a future work. As a minor 
illustration, we leave the interested reader the proof of the identity 

SB(2,2,l) = (2 + & ) / 4 (5.3) 

which involves the Pell-Lucas numbers. 
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